SchlixX Plus honoured for sustainability
Top-class jury awards OASE prize for environmental technology

OASE receives the German Award for Sustainability from the German Institute for Service Quality for
SchlixX Plus. Under the patronage of Dr Brigitte Zypries and B.A.U.M. Chairperson Yvonne Zwick, the
jury selected OASIS as one of three award winners.
Hörstel/Berlin.
A top-class jury from the worlds of industry, science and the media, chaired by Yvonne Zwick,
Chairperson of B.A.U.M. e.V., presented the „German Award for Sustainability“ on July 17, 2021. OASE
was one of the recipients for its product SchlixX Plus, a sustainable solution for biologically stimulated
sludge removal. The award recognises outstanding projects with a focus on the United Nations‘
sustainable development goals in the areas of people, planet, prosperity, peace and partnership.
„The award confirms our commitment to developing and promoting environmentally sustainable and
economically viable solutions for water therapy,“ said OASE CEO Thorsten Muck on receipt of the award.
The innovative way in which SchlixX Plus works lies in its clever combination of phosphate binding,
microbial sludge decomposition and oxygen release. Already successfully applied in several types of
water, it is currently being used in a pilot project for sustainable sediment decomposition in SchleswigHolstein with the long-term goal of reducing the sludge in the Baltic Sea estuary of Schlei and
improving the water quality. „With SchlixX Plus, OASE is offering a gentle and cost-effective alternative
to the only other method to date, dredging, which would result in the removal, dumping and,
beforehand, pollution of the water. This is suitable for almost every inland water body,“ adds Muck.
The jury evidently took a similar view, which is why it paid due tribute to the product development and
the associated sustainable commitment in this disruptive approach.
For more information, please visit www.oase-professional.com
About OASE
The OASE Group is one of the global leaders in creating extraordinary water scenes and treating water
in both private and public settings. The company has its headquarters in Hörstel, Germany. It supplies
garden water systems, aquariums, and fountain and water technology, offering the industry‘s largest
product portfolio for all types of water.
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About DISQ Deutsche Institut für Service-Quality (the German Institute for Service Quality):
The market research institute aims to improve service in Germany. Since 2006, the DISQ has been
carrying out competitive analyses on behalf of the media, publishing more than 1000 studies and
awards to date. DISQ has reviewed around 5000 companies as part of more than 300,000 tester
interactions and the collection of more than 1 million customer opinions.
About the news channel ntv:
Germany‘s first news channel has been offering its viewers the latest news from politics, business,
sports and society around the clock since 1992. The station‘s mission is to provide orientation – reliably,
competently and quickly. That‘s why more than five million viewers tune in to ntv every day. Around
12 million visitors use the digital services every month.
About DUP UNTERNEHMER:
The leading medium for digital and climate transformation, edited by former Federal Minister Brigitte
Zypries, has a total circulation of over 280,000 copies and is available at newsstands, as in-flight copies
at airports, and as a supplement in „Handelsblatt“ and „WirtschaftsWoche“. About 1.3 million readers
are reached via the magazine, the website dup-magazin.de and various newsletters.

